
ForLoops.java & ForLoopsTester.java 
 

You will accomplish four independent tasks with this lab, practicing different features of for loops.  Make sure you 
include comments above each method in your source code and that you use standard techniques for both identifiers and 
indenting throughout.  Remember to use descriptive identifiers for all variables and methods.  The Scanner class should 
be used to facilitate all user-prompted input.   

 
In ForLoops.java:   
 
In four separate methods, design your class to complete the following tasks. 
 
a)  Prompt the user for a positive integer less than 80.  Then print out all odd numbers in increasing order beginning at 1 
and continue up until the user-entered integer.  Print all of the numbers on one line with 1 blank space in between each 
number. 

 
b)  Prompt the user for their favorite letter.  Then print out the upper case alphabet, backwards, one character at a time.  
Use a character as the loop control variable in the loop.  Split the alphabet at this letter, each part on a separate output 
line.  Use a SINGLE for loop to accomplish this.  It is okay to have a conditional (an if-else) statement inside a loop.  Print 
the results with one blank space in between each letter.  Note that you may not simply output a literal string to 
accomplish this.   

 
An example:  if the user entered the character G as their favorite letter, the output would look like: 
 
Z Y X W V U T S R Q P O N M L K J I H G 

F E D C B A 

 
c)  Prompt the user for the quantity of rows and columns for a table.  Print out the table using a pair of nested for loops.  
Each output value must be a mathematical computation of the two index values of the loops.  Output should be similar to 
the example shown below.  Note that this user must have entered 4 rows and 5 columns.   

  

   1   2   3   4   5    

   2   4   6   8  10 

   3   6   9  12  15 

   4   8   12 16  20 

 

d)  Your choice!  Make up a for loop that is different from the above loops with the following qualifications: 

 it must have user input 

 it must use a loop increment OTHER THAN incrementing or decrementing by 1 

 it must NEED a conditional statement to perform correctly 
 
In ForLoopsTester.java: 
Write a simple tester that creates a ForLoop object and uses it to call its four methods. 

 
 
 

This program demonstrates familiarity with the topics of: 
o for loop syntax; nested for loops 
o using the Scanner class for user input 
o interaction between a tester class and an object 
o practice with the character data type 
o conditional statements (if-else) 

 


